EN - English

R/C CARS USER MANUAL
WARNING! - Not suitable for children under 36 months. Small parts. Choking Hazard.
Remove all packaging before giving this toy to a child. Please read and retain this
information for future reference. CAUTION! Only for domestic use. To be used under the
direct supervision of an adult. Made in China
FOR ITEM NO. 28124M/28524M/28624M/28724M/28824M/28924M/29124M/29224M/29324M/29524M/29624M/
29724M/29824M
FREQUENCY: 2.4GHz – 10mW Max
CONTROL DISTANCE: 20M+ SPEED: 10KM/HOUR

NOTE:





For best results use new, high quality, fully charged batteries.
Parental guidance is recommended when installing or replacing batteries.
Users should keep and retain this information for future reference.
The colour and design of this product may vary from the images.

BATTERY REQUIREMENTS:
1. 3 X 1.5V "AA"/LR6 battery for Vehicle
2. 2 X 1.5V "AA"/LR6 for Transmitter

FEATURES:





Package contains: Vehicle, Transmitter and Instruction manual.
Full Function Radio Control
Forward/Reverse Driving
If the car does not drive in straight line adjust the regulating rod under the front of the car to fine-tune the
direction.

DRIVING TIPS







Point the antenna upward, do not point it down towards the vehicle.
Do not touch or hold the antenna of transmitter
Operate vehicle on flat, smooth firm and dry surfaces
Do not drive your vehicle on sand or through water or snow
Do not operate near concrete walls which may disturb radio signal transmission.
Do not operate on public roads

BATTERY INSTALLATION:
For transmitter and car:
1. Make sure the power switch is on OFF position
2. Open the battery cover at the bottom of the transmitter/ vehicle by loosening the screw with a positive/Phillips
screwdriver
3. Install the AA BATTERY with the correct polarity (+/-) as shown inside thebattery compartment.
4. Close the battery compartment cover and fasten the screw.

CAUTIONS:
1. Non - rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged
2. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from toy before being charged
3. Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged by an adult
4. Different types of batteries or new and used batteries are not to be mixed
5. Only batteries of same or Equivalent type as recommended are to be used
6. Batteries are to be inserted with correct polarity
7. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from toy
8. The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited
9. Do not mix Old and New batteries
10. Do not mix alkaline and standard(carbon-zinc) or rechargeable(nickel-cadmium) batteries

PRE-CAUTION AND CARE:
1. Do not crash the RC vehicle into hard objects
2. Operating Range of the transmitter can be affected by various factors:
 Weak batteries in the vehicle and / or transmitter.
 To get the best range from transmitter, operate the vehicle outdoors
3. Switch Off the power and remove all batteries from both transmitter and vehicle when not in use.
4. Keep fingers, hair and loose clothing away from the wheels
5. Wipe body with soft cloth
6. Do not use chemicals or water to clean
7. Brush areas where dirt gets trapped.

Disposal Information: The wheelie bin symbol indicates that the product and batteries must not be disposed of as
domestic waste. They may contain substances which can be damaging to the environment and health. Please use
designated collection points or recycling facilities when disposing of the item or batteries
The Gift Scholars Ltd hereby declares that the Radio Equipment Type Antenna is in compliance with Directives
2014/53/EU. The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at the following internet address:
www.thegiftscholars.com

The Gift Scholars Ltd.
11 Kingfisher Business Park, Arthur Street, Lakeside, Redditch,
Worcestershire, UK, B98 8LG
www.thegiftscholars.com

